
Our simple-to-use solution 
is built to last.

Available for PL, LPL, and E Mount Cameras and Lenses. For other 
mounts, please contact us.

Tracking that is accurate to 
within meters.

Reef
Tracer

Uses proven technologies to 
provide equipment tracking 
and control through a 
well-known easy to use app.  

Cost Effective

Reliable Monitoring

Global Precision

Discrete Integration
Hidden integration into Camera 
and Lens Caps is user-friendly 
and hassle-free.  

Precision Tracking, 
Anywhere In The World
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...your little peace of mind

The Reef Tracer concept was born out of hardship. Using a 
large international shipping company, our client shipped us 
four Mini LF cameras, a normal practice. The cases all left 
London complete, as was to be expected. When they arrived at 
our facilities, the cases were completely empty - no cameras, 
no accessories, nothing. The international shipping company 
was unable to help us. The police were unable to help us. We 
realized that even a tracker in the case would not have helped 
us since all the empty cases actually arrived as well. 

It was then that we knew we needed to find a better solution. 
By discretely placing our gear locators in the camera body 
cap or in the rear lens cap, it is much more likely that the 
locator stays with the item, which dramatically improves your 
chances of getting them back.

Don’t take chances with your high-value cameras and lenses. 
A small investment today can improve your gear turnaround, 
prevent lost income potential, and give you a much better 
understanding of exactly where your gear is. 

Our trackers give you the extra security you need when your 
expensive equipment is on the move. Whether you are looking 
to monitor your cameras and lenses for shipping or inventory 
control, our Reef Tracers can help you do the job effortlessly. 

• Discrete
• Efficient
• Simple
• Cost Effective
• Long Battery Life
• Robust Design

For more information get in touch.

Second Reef GmbH
Hinterm Zwinger 14
92637 Weiden, Germany
www.second-reef.com


